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Quam Esse Videri “To Be, Rather Than Seem”

Interview with Mrs. Newmark
By Shellenie Brijmohan, Editor in Chief

Mrs. Newmark, Interim Principal

Q: Why did you choose to work at Crosby
High School?
A: So about five years ago, I was a special
education supervisor here at Crosby for a short
term. Again, it was an interim position and I just
so happened to be assigned to Crosby High
School and that’s when I met Mrs. Gopie who is
our former principal and she was inspiring. I
thought she was a great leader and when a
position opened up, an assistant principal
position, I applied for that and I got the position
so ever since I have been at Crosby.
Q: When you were selected as the Interim
Principal and first received the news, how
did it make you feel?
A: I was very excited, but I was also nervous
because Crosby is a large school with a lot of
students and a lot of stuff that I would ultimately
be responsible for, but with the excitement
came a passion for wanting to make sure that I
could assist the students and the staff in
making Crosby the best comprehensive high
school in the city. So I had a mix of emotions,
but I would say I was mostly excited.
Q: Did you tell your family about your
promotion and if so, what was their
reaction?
A: Well, they found out at the same time as me
because Dr. Ruffin, our superintendent of
Waterbury Public Schools, had called me when
I was at home and I answered the phone. My

husband and daughter were in the room at the
time so they kind of found out at the same time
as me that I was being offered the position.
They were both very excited. My daughter is a
senior at a school here in Waterbury and she
has always kind of wished that I was the
principal of her school. However, it’s never
worked out which is probably for the best, but
she was very excited and so was my husband.
He is my biggest supporter and always tells me
that I can do whatever I set my mind to, so it
has been an inspiring time for all of us.
Q: What motivated you to want to become
the school principal?
A: So, I’d have to say that one of the Biggest
motivators was Mrs. Gopie because she always
said to reach further. When I was thinking of
applying for the principal position, I was
nervous and didn’t think I could do it, but Mrs.
Gopie made me feel assured that she knew my
skills and my knowledge and she knew that I
could be put to the challenge and could
succeed so she motivated me a lot. And
ultimately, the students here at Crosby, I love
all of you and I’ve come to know a lot of you
and your families from being here for five years.
I’ve felt a strong desire to want to lead all of you
in the right direction and I’ve seen the change
happen here at Crosby in the last five years
and I just want to continue to see the great
things that you guys have done.
Q: What do you consider to be the most
rewarding part of working at Crosby High
School?
A: I think the most rewarding part is the
students. I just love to interact with them, I love
to hear their different backgrounds and their
stories. Some students come to Crosby by
choice meaning this is not their district school
and others are here because this is their district
school and it’s right in their neighborhood so I
love to hear the diversity. You know we have a
lot of students who come internationally and I
just think the stories that
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The Challenges of Online Learning
By Florenza Omari, News Reporter

According to U.S.News.com, some of
the hardest challenges students are
facing along with the pandemic are:
● Technical issues.
● Distractions and time
management.
● Staying motivated.
● Understanding course
expectations.
● Lack of in-person interaction.
● Adapting to unfamiliar
technology.
● Uncertainty about the future.
These challenging circumstances are
only educational and
technological-based and are
impacting the lives of half a million
students nationwide. There are so
many other undertakings that
students have to deal with such as
helping to care for younger siblings
and participating in other outside
activities, so why don’t we focus on
these virtual challenges first?
One student said, “When you’re
home, there’s too many distractions.
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 Interview, Continued from page 1
I hear about strong family bonds and ending up
in this community, they’re just amazing and they
inspire me and they make me want to be a
better person. I also live in the Crosby
community so I kind of feel connected to the
students because I live right in their
neighborhood. I know what they experience and
it makes me understand them a little bit better.
On the weekends when I go to the grocery store
or when I go out to eat, I see my students and I
love that. I wouldn’t want to not live in the same
community because it makes me feel more
connected to everyone.
Q: So far as the Interim Principal, what has
been your favorite thing about this job?
A: I love that we’ve been doing a lot of positive
things to make people feel good for example,
last week all of the teachers sent out postcards
to all of their students. We’ve been doing a lot of
kindness gestures. The PBIS team has given
out little tokens to the teachers to show them
they are appreciated, on Halloween, we gave
candy to all the students which we’ve never
really done in the past and we let everyone
dress up so those are the things I look forward
to because it excites people and it makes them
want to come to school and participate in the fun
things. So I would say those little things that
make people feel good are the best part of the
job so far.
Q: What do you see as the most challenging
aspect of this job?
A: So the most challenging part is COVID-19
and how it has taken 90% of my students away
from me, unfortunately. I wish everyone were in
the building. I wish we were all learning
together, so it’s a challenge to experience a
pandemic as a brand new principal because
we’ve had to readjust everything we know about
running a school and kind of start from scratch.
But definitely, I would say the biggest challenge
is working through a pandemic and just
reinventing everything we know about running a
school.
Q: What are somethings that you’d like to
accomplish while upholding this position?
A: I would love to see students become more
engaged in their classwork. I want the teachers
to provide content and assignments based on

what students want to learn about. I would love
to see our CTE programs, culinary arts, auto
shop, and manufacturing program blossom and
provide some real-world experiences for
students. You know, honestly, any
administrator’s goal would be to see that our
test scores increase and students perform
better on SATs. So I think those would be my
main focus. I would love for our football,
basketball, soccer, and volleyball teams to all
be #1 in the state. That would be ideal, but I
think I should keep my dreams under control a
little bit and focus on some of the important
things, and then we’ll see about our winning
teams.
Q: What are you most grateful for?
A: I am certainly most grateful for this job
opportunity. I’m also extremely grateful for my
supportive family and that during this whole
pandemic, my family and I have remained
healthy. There are some things to keep in
perspective and to remind me every day. I think
I’m going to write those things down and hang
them up in my office because sometimes in a
tough situation like we’re in right now we forget
that there still are things every day to be
thankful for and so those would be my top
three.
Q: Is there anything in your life that you
would like to change and if so, what would
that be?
A: I have to say, Shelly, I think I’m quite content
with the way my life is. I guess if I had to make
one change, I do have a daughter that’s a
senior and she’s going to be leaving to go to
college which I want nothing more than for her
to be successful, but she is my only baby and I
don’t want her to leave. She got her first
college acceptance letter and I just wanted to
cry at the thought of her leaving to go away to
college and not being home with me so that
would be the only thing, but I do have to say
again that I’m so grateful for the things that I
have in my life and at this point, I don’t think
that there’s anything that I need or want to
change other than the thought of my daughter
not being in the same household as me like
she has been for the past 18 years.



Online Learning, Continued from page 1

When you’re at school there are only
minimal distractions like your friends,
but when you're at home you have
your siblings to deal with or you could
go back to sleep.” I agree with this
statement because disturbances can
also cause big distractions making it
harder to focus on work, so how do
we focus on beating these challenges
and become more successful? Some
ways are: making sure that you're
being honest with yourself. Are you
doing everything you can to bring
those grades up? If not, reach out for
help by talking to a counselor, a
teacher, or a classmate. If you’re
having technical problems all the
time, make sure to get your computer
checked out before something out of
your control happens. Lastly, make
sure to keep in touch with family and
friends and keep your mind well
developed.
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Ⓛⓘⓕⓔ
By Shaniya Ralston, Lifestyle Reporter

Among Us is a game where there are ten people in a spaceship. There are
either 3, 2, or 1 "imposters." The match starts on a ship in space with the

players getting roles of "crewmates" and "imposters". The crewmates have to

finish all their tasks. Sounds easy, right? Well, it's not - the imposters have to
make sure they one, don't get discovered as an imposter, and two, kill all the
crewmates. If the imposter gets caught, they get ejected from the ship. But,

even crewmates get taken off the spacecraft if they seem suspicious or don't
have enough evidence to prove someone is the imposter.
Minecraft is a game based on cubes. A perfect symmetrical cube. I know some
of the people reading this don't play Minecraft, but if you are into symmetric
things, this is a game that is perfect for you. It focuses on math and coding.

And it’s a survival game. You start in a world with mountains, trees and some
caves all over the world. This game encourages you to use your imagination. It
has premade worlds that you can buy with minecoins (you have to get them
with money). The game isn't free, though. Here are the prices:
1.

PC: $26.95

3.

PlayStation: $19.99 (doesn’t matter which one)

2.
4.

Xbox: $19.99(if you get the disk) and $30.89. if you buy it on the Xbox
Mobile: about $7

I hope y'all enjoy the games. If you want me to write about your favorite game next, contact me by email
shypunzel06@gmail.com
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Featuring Artwork by
Neyshka Hernandez, Artistic Reporter
______________________________________________________________
In the frozen tundras live these frozen yet furry dragons. They come in ranges of pure
white, to a more icy blue to blend into the snow and ice. These dragons often have a
mix of icy blues and whites on their scales to produce a more winter look.
They are large being 35 feet long from snout to tail and 25 feet tall and can weigh up to
150,000 pounds to survive the freezing temperatures
With icicle spines and jagged claws, these arctic reptiles have the right tools to grip
onto the ice and fend off their more warm relatives.
The fur on their neck, wrists, and ankles serve the purpose of defending themselves
and providing what little warmth the young will need to survive. The fur also helps these
dragons blend into the snow as it's always white with a layer of frost covering the
surface.

Turning our attention to the Oceans all around, we have these coral colored aquatic dragons.
Just like the coral reefs of the sea, they come in a variety of colors from a mix of yellows,
orange, reds, pinks, and so on.
They are a monstrous size of 45-65 feet long from snout to tail and can easily top our
well-known mosasaurs. They weigh about 35,000 Ib, just resting above our aquatic dinosaur.
Their slim build allows these dangerous dragons to outswim their prey and potential predators
as they are very vulnerable when they are young.
They have long, razor shark teeth and curved claws, perfectly designed for gripping onto the
coral or onto their prey.
With thick scales all over their body, the young can hold onto their parents with ease, but the
parents have their bright underbellies weak with much softer scales.

This cute little world pup was found howling. There wasn’t enough time to draw the
background as the pack was approaching due to their cute little howls.
This little one belongs to the Lunar pack and its signature dark blue fur is its own
marker. The lunar pack ranges in colors of dark blues, blacks, purples, and even
crimson.
Sometimes they’ll have a star or a crescent moon on their bodies or their forehead.This
little wolf was howling in dark forest with the stars covering the sky
with the moon being present and full. Beautiful scenery for such a cute little wolf such
as this one.

This wolf also belongs to the Lunar pack just like the little pup. This wolf however is
unique as it has these large feathered wings.
With a wingspan of 20 feet, this wolf soars through the
skies with ease. With pure black fur, they blend into the night sky with the exception
of the light blue fur markings and purple feather markings.
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We, the
members of the
Crosby High
School
Community,
are committed
to providing a safe and welcoming
environment that promotes a creative,
innovative, and intellectually challenging
learning experience to ensure that all students
are prepared to become college and career
ready in order to be productive members of a
diverse society.
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